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According to Report, Burglaries Doubled from 2007 to 2008
ELIZABETH ANDERSON '10
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

As mandated by the government, the Trinity College
Campus Safety Department
has released t
C
Safety
The 51-page document contains crime statistics cove ·
Jan. 1 through Dec. 31, 2
and for the two earlier

formerly
"Stud en
Campu
c
90,"
which requires all colleges to
release an Annual Secu ity
Report of crime statistics and
campus security proced
including Trinity's policies
concerning campus safety,
alcohol and drug buse
prevention, the "'""'""'·-·r'l'd!I
crimes, sexual assault and
other matters.
In response to new criteria
for Campus Safety Annual
Reports, several new sections

were included in the report.
Now included is information
on closed-circuit surveillance,
emergency communications
and the College's Emergency
Management. Additionally,
there is a section on proce ·
· h poten·
tial at·risk students. This new
£ ture intends to inform fac·
t
nd staff on how to recog·
· ~ and respond to students
wlio may pose a risk to themselves or others.
frepreca io ary mea r s, and
reminded of the risks posed by
·v1n~ in a city through emails
ent y Campus Safety report·
incidents. In spite of many
students'
perceptions
of
Trinity as being less safe than
o her
schools,
President
es, Jr. noted that
this report reveals that that
notion is, in fact, not true.
"Trinity has approximately
the same number of incidents
as do many of our sister insti-

Despite appeals by the Campus Safety Department and various administrators, many students still walk alone at night.

tutions," he said, with com·
monalities being that "most
petty crimes on campuses are
self-inflicted and not inflicted
by 'strangers' to the campus
and automobile break-ins are
the most common."
Time and again, students

have been warned not to leave
iPods and G PS units in their
cars, an invitation for a break·
in that is not unique to
Hartford. Statistics on the
self-inflicted petty crimes are
further proof that students
must be vigilant, and watch

out for themselves and others.
President Jones stated, "it
is really unwise to go to Sam's
Fried Chicken at 3 a.m. alone
after having been partying for
hours."

see DEPT. on page 6

Mexico Exhibit Opens at Watkinson PBC Fights to Stay Afloat
Without Cutting Aid
DANIEL MORGAN '13
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

For those Trinity students
uninterested in natural histo·
ry,Aesop's Fables, or ornithol·
ogy, the Watkinson Library
may seem enigmatic at best. It
is strange to consider that this
little trove of primary sources
has become so integral a part
of the College's special collec·
tions. While it boasts approxi·
mately 200,000 volumes in its
holdings, is renowned for the
depth and breadth of its col·
lections for a small college's
library, and is known for keep·
ing both late medieval manu·
scripts and a variety of 18th
and 19th century publications,
most students would rather
surf Wikipedia. In fact, the
Watkinson defies the apparent
norm amongst most under-

graduate institutions. Rather
than go the way of limited,
computerized, and purely sec·
ondary source material, the
Watkinson revels in its antiquarian purity. And in the
opinion of this writer, this is
something that all Trinity stu·
dents should be thankful for.
One of the more popular
majors at Trinity is history.
Combine the number of stu·
dents studying that subject
with the number engaged in
anthropology, religion, philos·
ophy, literature, art history,
social sciences, and urban
studies, and one might wonder
why the Watkinson is usually
so sparsely populated. Most
Trinity students are apparent·
ly unaware of the fact that the
Watkinson is more than just a
collection of pictures of pretty
birds. For all students with

any interest in the above
fields, or just a passion for the
liberal arts, there is no better
time than now to visit the
Watkinson Library, especially
with the opening of their lat·
est exhibit: Nueva Espaiia in

ALLISON PICKENS '12
NEWS EDITOR

In light of the current eco·

the Watkinson: Sources on the nomic recession, Trinity's
History and Culture of Planning and Budget Council
Colonial Mexico.
(PBC) has been meeting week·
Compiled
by
Head
Librarian of the Watkinson
Library Jeffrey Kaimowitz,
this exhibit reveals the
strengths of the Watkinson at
their best. The display is
organized under the theme of
early texts and manuscripts
pertaining to early Spanish
interactions with and in the
New World. It draws from a
variety of sources to compre·
hensively detail nearly every

see WATKINSON on page 12

ly to discuss the financial
future of Trinity College.
Led by Treasurer Vice
President for Finance and
Operations Paul Mutone, the
PBC is comprised of four fac·
ulty members, two students,
and five staff members.
Student members include
Blake Tyler '12 and Renee
Murray '12. Faculty and staff
members of the PBC include
Associate
Professor
of
Sociology Theresa Morris,
Associate
Professor
of

Language
and
Culture
Studies Katherine Lahti,
Scoville
Professor
of
Chemistry
Ralph Moyer,
James J. Goodwin Professor of
English Milla Riggio, .Biology
Laboratory Manager and
Project Assistant in Facilities
Susan St. Jean, Director of
Community Service and Civic
Engagement Joe
Barber,
Dean of Students Frederick
Alford, and Dean of the
Faculty and Vice President for
Academic
Affairs
Rena
Fraden.
According to Mutone, the
11 members of the PBC, along
with budget directors, meet
each Monday in the hopes of

see BUDGET on page 6
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The Trinity football team celebrates after their nailbiter win over Williams on Saturday of Parents' Weekend. The team won 26-21 after being down 21-13 with 2:43 remaining.
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Tripod Editorial
In Defense of the Fred
In the next few pages you'll
see that there's a theme to the
Tripod this week - Fred critiquing. It ranges from subtle
digs to outright mockery, but
as you flip from Opinions to
Humour to Features, the references to our very favorite
on-campus utopia are prevalent. It's strange that one single building on the edge of
campus has incited such controversy and debate over the
past few years, but as I begin
my third year here at Trinity
I've yet to meet a student who
didn't have a strong opinion
about The Fred.
Two weeks ago, on this
very page, I generalized the
inhabitants of Summit East as
judgmental, antisocial potheads. I have no intention of
backtracking or apologizing,
but I couldn't help but pity the
Freddies as I read through the
Tripod this week. Love them
or hate them, they are students at this school, and this
newspaper belongs to them as
much as it does to anyone else.
Hold on to this moment,
Freddies, because I'm going to
try my best to defend you, and
we both know that probably
won't happen in this paper
again for a long time.

At the end of the day, the
overall intentions of the
inhabitants of Summit East
are pure. Every weekend they
provide a necessary sober,
social alternative to the frats
for students who don't drink,
or occasionally choose not to.
As much fun as Vernon Street
can be, nearly everyone can
attest that babysitting friends
and weaving through dirty
basements without the benefit
of beer goggles are not ideal
situations.
On that same note, there is
something to be said for not
having to be on your guard on
the weekend. The best efforts
of fraternities aside, I don't
know .a girl on this campus
who hasn't had to fend off
some random would-be Romeo
on the dance floor at some
point. While these interactions can run the gamut from
amusing to alarming, it
should be noted that I have
not heard of a Fred boy getting too handsy during a
"Paint to the Music" event.
Sobriety and its merits
aside, the other boast the Fred
gets is that their housing is
some of the best on campus.
The combination of being
newer than most dormitories

and never having housed
First-year girls who mix large
amounts of cheap vodka with
sugary fruit juice means that
not only are the rooms significantly more spacious, but they
are cleaner and better main tained.
This leads me to my final
point - for all their faults,
most Fred members take pride
in their organization. There is
something to be said for working as hard as they do to keep
their
community
going,
despite the flak they receive
on a regular basis from other
student organizations. Still a
relatively new fixture here at
Trinity, the Fred has successfully created a sought-after
environment that a number of
students do happily call home.
As time goes on, I hope the
Fred will embrace its role as a
haven. Instead of proving a
point and participating in
petty "us vs. them" rhetoric, I
hope the Fred will take a step
back and relax. After all,
Vernon Street certainly is.
So, before you flip to the
Humour section and start
thinking up fresh halibut
recipes
to
post online,
Freddies, do take heart that
even the Tripod concedes you
have positive attributes.
-R.S.B.

Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of The Trinity Tripod,
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.

Letter to the Editor
On Writing at Trinity College

life.
On incompetence, though,
It's the beginning of October for a resurrection of a peaceful the Tripod's writers have me
here at Trinity College, folks, Malcolm X, this article left covered with last week's article
and, a month in, I couldn't be many a hounding dog slinking on the Moveable Joints.
happier to be back at camp. I off with his tail betwixt his Phrases such as "sizeable and
eager", "the Moveable Joints
know the Tripod's missed me, matted loins.
But allow me to weave my fill a hole", and "enhance ... perand this past week I decided to
break radio silence and pay way through the sex, sweat, formance" left me shooting jealthem a visit. What kind of a and shave, to a previously men- ous glances at Moveable Joints
return to campus would be tioned Mather - ever so beau- director Ryan Haney across my
Irish
and
complete without stopping by tifully captured in last week's Contemporary
the paper that we all know and Tripod. I finished this article American Poetry class. How's a
love? Three issues in and I'm giddy as an Econ professor lop- poor English major going to
already feeling those same ing towards gentle mountain- compete with qualifications
strong stirrings of feeling that tops combing the hair of the like that! The article, I must
I've come to know so well. Ours sky, and know my fellow say, certainly left me moxious
were
equally (that is to say, filled with a
is so clearly a campus gifted Trinners
with that unparalleled enthusi- impressed. Verdant verbiage Maine-favorite soda-pop elixir
asm of poetic expression that I assailed my every sense and that tastes like shit).
Yes, certainly, the year in
can't help but highlight some of evoked vivid memories of my
their already exquisite produc- times spent in Mather, until, writing is off to a booming start
ever so gently, the article tran - and the writers on our campus
tions.
What reader was not sitioned into the soothing voice best sit back to watch the show.
wracked with chills at the bom- of Andy Rooney's weekly "60 Poetry, my anxious Professor
Rossini, is alive and well in the
bastic revelations of week two's Minutes" closing address.
Speaking of calming, noth- 1)-ipod's writers, so fear not.
article on the current state of
Trintolerance? Every urine and ing helps me settle down before That leaves me with only one
feces producing member of our a nice hot shower better than article left to comment on. For
campus trembled as they imag- the confidently whiny and you word cowboys (and girls)
ined their black, blue, yellow, or defensive humor page as they out there braving the wild west
magenta responses to waking stave off the craven attacks of of weekly campus publications,
up in a mysterious pool of the incomparably incompetent you need not lasso overly verblood, quivered with indigna - Ed Walters, Ed clearly lacks bose sentences by yourselves;
tion as they faced the ignominy the insight necessary to write a as Stephen English '10 said in
of dying the unsung death of treatise on the art of being a his article last week, the
farm-fowl, and, finally, decried sketchy senior sniping drunk Writing Center is open once
the brick pizza ovens of Mather freshmen girls in the basement again to help with your every
for what they really are. With of Psi U . One can only hope writing need.
hyperbolic declarations of that he can find something to
Alexander Champoux '11
Trinity's true culture, and calls be good at in his professional
We welcome your feedback! Send a Letter to the Editor: e-mail tripod@trincoll.edu or sub mit at
www.trinitytripod.com. The Tripod reserves the right to edit letters for length and c larity.
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Passing of Student Brings Community Together
CANDACE SIMPSON '12

Umoja house and sat on the
couch. We played card games,
watched TV, did homework,
Monday morning did not and shared stories. Most
go as I had planned. If ever importantly, we cried on each
there was a day not to be run- other's shoulders.
I suppose if such a tragedy
ning late for class or for my
hair not to be a total mess, were to take place at another
Monday should have been the school, the sudden phenomeday. But as I made my trek non of experiencing genuine
from the Umoja House to humanity might not be so
Mather, all of my self- surprising. It might not be so
hard to conceive
absorbed worries
We took stock
could not compare
that classmates had
to the news I was
emotions and were,
of our own
about to receive in fact, vulnerable.
blessings, and
my friend Adrianna
But
at
Trinity,
realized that
Duffy was gone.
where we sit next to
petty arguments each other on the
I'll admit to
over lost lovers
the cliche; nothing
Drunk Bus without
mattered
anyacknowledging each
and faded
more.
Classes,
other's
presence,
friendships didmeetings,
and
where we robotically
n't mean anyask each other "How
placements could
are you?" without
all wait. In that
thing in the
moment, we needtruly
caring to hear
grand scheme
ed each other. I
the response, where
of things.
opened up the first
we pretend that the
floor of 72 Vernon Street, the sun's glare is in our eyes on
Umoja House, to Adrianna's the Long Walk as we pass by
closest friends. At first , few a former floormate , where we
showed up, but after Dean ignore the custodians and
Alford sent a campus-wide e- Chartwell workers, I halfmail detailing the House's expected everyone to grieve
availability, people came in in their own space. When I
droves. People I'd never seen saw the heterogeneous mix of
before, and people I never Trinity students sitting on
would have thought Adrianna comfy red and green couches,
was close to, came to the I realized that I was sitting
OPINIO S CONTRIBUTOR

among true Bantams.
In that moment, time
existed in two extremes: seconds crept by slowly when
greeting one another hoping
that the faintest trace of
tears did not prompt a friend
to cry. But the hours passed
quickly while watching bad
MTV and VHl reruns. Then
the sky turned dark, and it
was time for the vigil.
My personal opinion is
that Chaplain Allison Read is
a superhero whose special
powers include the ability to
know exactly what words
help to ease the pain and
when to say them. At
Adrianna's vigil, Chaplain
Read gave us the "permission" to feel exactly what we
felt. There were no wrong
answers. Adrianna's classmates and close friends came
to speak choking back and
wiping away tears. I felt like I
was a part of some Disney
movie as the rain began to
beat down on the chapel. As
Alisa Cox-West '11 poetically
remarked, "Adrianna's tears"
soaked the Trinity College
campus.
The initial shock of losing
someone so vibrant had to
draw us closer. We took stock
see GRIEF on page 5

Existence of White Board
Should Not Absolve Wrongdoers
exist. Right?
But that could not possibly
be the contention of last week's
There is not much left to well-crafted
argument.
say regarding the issues of Perhaps I misunderstood it. Is
homophobia and other expres- the grand truth of the matter
sions of intolerance on this that hate and bigotry will
campus. Admittedly, all who always exist in the world, and
know me know I have little consequently at Trinity, so
patience for pretense and even why sweat the little stuff?
less patience for
[... ] the reality Why publicly chastise
equivocation or sima boy or girl who does
is that, in
ply said, "beating
something silly and
around the bush." So each instance, immature while in a
as a sophomore - a
the board
drunken haze like
student who has
served as a
draw the cutest little
been here more than
penis or write the
mirror to a
three weeks I
most heinous little
truth that
slur? Why give them
must say I took
issue
with
last
Trinity would so much attention?
week's opinions artiI
apologize.
I
rather keep
cle about the supthought we were talkhidden.
ing about college stuposed
villainous
white board. The idea that an dents . I thought a law had
object that so many students been broken, and the commuhave hanging on their doors is nity, hurt and outraged by
too tempting not to deface is another act of intolerance, was
perplexing. I guess if witches responding
appropriately.
have their magic wands, then Surely something else must
the cowardice "deviants" who have occurred. Because with
scribble their messages of hate such a nonchalant tone, I am
under the anonymity of night more apt to think that the cost
have ... their white boards? of my meal plan simply rose
After all if the board was not again. No biggie.
there, the sentiment would not
Please excuse the puzzled
exist or at least the evidence of
those sentiments would not
see ISSUE on page 5
ALYSSA BAYLOR '12
OPINIO S EDITOR

How Mathematics Can Save Us From Sophists Trinity Community In Need of
professors uphold certain dem- op.
a Different Kind of Diversity
ocratic principles in paperThus, at the heart of mathJOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11
STAFF WRITER

grading. They want people to
It's obvious that you cannot feel like their idea, insofar as it
reduce every element of life to is presented well, has some
mathematics. Our lives are validity. I have received rigorway too complicated and fuzzy ous training in presentation.
and disordered to be strictly This is okay, but only up to a
"mathematic a 1. "
certain point.
It seems to me
However,
matheI do not mean
matics can train us
that in courses
to suggest that I
in one thing that
that are less rigid expect,
for
has become increasthan mathematinstance, English
ingly necessary: the
professors to urge
creation of good ics, we fear classi- students to come
even "true"- ideas.
fying arguments
up with an "objecLet's start with
as "correct" or
tively"
correct
Plato. As it turns
"incorrect"
reading of a text.
out, Plato had an
For God's sake, I
because we have
interest in math.
am an English
Also, in the tradia misguided
major and theretion of Socrates, he
understanding of fore can underhated sophists. (The
what the "truth"
stand the imporsophists were effectance of having
tively guys who
even means.
respect for people's
thought that the best argu- opinions and ideas in an essenments were essentially rhetori- tially "subjective" framework.
cal - that in terms of argu- My concern is more in the tra·
ments and idea-creation, only dition of what Plato had to say
rhetoric really matters, not the about mathematics representtruth. More on these guys ing the "purest form of
later.) Plato said that "The thought."
purest form of thought is in
In mathematics, you move
mathematics." It seems that from assumptions (axioms) to
right now sophistry reigns over conclusions (theorems) in a
mathematical thought.
proof. You create good ideas
It pains me to say this, but based on a certain set of
my essay-writing education assumptions, following a very
has thus far been an education strict set of rules, which take
in sophistry. We begin with a you from axioms to theorems.
"thesis" and defend this thesis These assumptions can be neito death. Professors obsess over ther proven nor disproven, but
my arguments' "clarity." I often they are essential, so we call
see "unclear" but very rarely them axioms. Only from these
"incorrect." I understand why statements can the truth devel-

ematical systems there rests a
set of assumptions which
mathematicians simply regard
as "necessary." There is also a
set of rules that guide us from
these "necessary" assumptions
to the truth. The crucial thing
to recognize here is that these
axioms - the essential mathematical "truths" - are actually
extremely similar to the concept of a "noble lie."
In Plato's Republic we read
that Socrates thought that
political systems perpetuate
"noble lies" - a set of necessary lies - in order to make
possible the development of a
systematic organization of a
society. So, like mathematical
systems, political systems have
at their core a set of un·provable assumptions. For Plato,
political truths rise out of
essentially unproven lies. Is
this a problem?
What mathematics and
Plato's take on "noble lies" in
politics can show us is that
there may be a way to move
from un-provable assumptions
to the truth. It seems to me
that in courses that are less
rigid than mathematics, we
fear classifying arguments as
"correct" or "incorrect" because
we have a misguided understanding of what the "truth"
even means.
This will doubtlessly come
out
sounding
extremely

ZACH SONENSHINE '11

tions, and student life follows
suit. We would be a more
dynamic campus if we supThere is a serious lack of ported new and different inidiversity at this school, and I tiatives. This might add to
am referring to more than just campus colors of a different
the student body itself, which sort than pastel clothing, and
is perhaps the most glaring might enable Trinity to finally
example of this and certainly outgrow its image as a retro
the most discussed. I am American college.
Before I continue, let me clar
referring to the limited scope
of options that we , as stu- ify: in no way am I suggesting
dents, have in our
that these are the only
Many will
options, nor am I sayday-to-day routines.
blame the
ing that these are the
There have been a
best options. I am,
slew of articles in
organizations
however, saying that
the past few weeks,
themselves for
because the popular
stemming from our
exclusion and
options are the most
latest instance of
its close kin,
accessible, alternatives
discrimination, about
intolerance. I, have less than a fightthe campus climate.
While I do not
ing chance to compete.
however,
intend to address
Accordingly, there is
blame the
generally a low tolthe campus climate
school.
directly (I'll save
erance for students
that for another
who seek the alterday), I do believe that our lim- natives on campus. When a
ited scope of options is closely student joins the Fred the
correlated to our chilling cam- question raised is, "What, do
you think you're better than
pus climate.
We are blessed to have a Psi U?" Immediately, they are
small and intimate school, at a categorical impasse. We
with three dining locations, a are confined by the accessibilstate of the art library, and six ity of our options and those
Greek organizations (or seven who seek alternatives are
if you count the Fred). But we demonized.
make our campus smaller and
In the past issue of the
narrower by resisting the pro- Tripod, there was a letter to
gressive development of new the Editor, which advocated
voices and activities on cam- for the abolition of Greek life.
pus. The Administration pro- Ben Schacht, the writer,
vides fiscal support for a relatively static set of organizasee TRIN'S on page 5
STAFF WRITER

see PHILOSOPHICAL on page 5
Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and do not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Bipartisanship, Moderation Are Unhealthy For Representative Democracy
ANDREW "PONCH'' QUINN '11

classic example is the Medicare P art D
debacle, t h e prescription dru g benefit
th at was t he result of bipartisan coop"Moderate" and "bipartisan" h ave eration in which private h ealth insu r become the golden qualities of a nce companies offer plans paid by the
American politics. Just about every government, an arrangement t h at
politician praises his own ability to pleases nobody. Alternatively, partireach across the aisle. It was Bill san members of Congress are "bribed"
Clinton who popularized the political by Congressional leadership to go
strategy known as "triangulation" in along with a compromise - these
which politicians pursue the
Both parties
bribes take the form of suphave been so
port for a member of
votes of moderate Americans.
Over a third of Americans
.
Congress' pet policy or pork
now identify themselves as
poisoned by
project. The result of modmoderates. Many of these
this tendency
eration is a
gradual
voters seek to escape the
towards moder- increase in the size of govpartisan rancor of modern
ation that neiernment and statism, and
politics. They see the parat the same time a gradual
ties as being too rigid in
ther can govern decrease in the effectivetheir ideology, and they
with a coherent ness of government. We are
believe instead that pragideology [... ]
like the frog boiling gradumatic solutions to our problems can be ally in the pot of water without ever
found by compromise between the two noticing he is being cooked until it is
parties. This could not be further from too late. This is why I believe even a
the truth. In fact, it is just like single-payer healthcare system - a
Solomon's proposed solution of split- policy I loathe - would likely be more
ting the baby to satisfy two quarrelling effective than the current abomination
mothers.
working its way through Congress.
"Moderation" is not a coherent And at least passing a single-payer
political philosophy. It is simply the healthcare system would require
mix of progressivism and conservatism politicians to be honest about their
- two systems that reach different intentions.
conclusions based on entirely different
The sad fact is that politicians have
points of view. The essential difference realized that bipartisanship is a great
between the Right and the Left (at way to avoid responsibility. If the rulleast economically), is that the Left ing party passes a bad bill that is
believes that the government is the deemed bipartisan, they can simply
best way to allocate limited resources, point to those parts of the bill which
and the Right believes that it is the were concessions to the other party
market.
Of course, moderates will and claim the problems are all their
claim that eliminating ideology from fault. At the very least, blame is difpolicymaking is the whole point. fused between the two parties.
However, any genuine compromise Accountability is an essential comporesults in frankensteins of legislation nent of representative democracy, and
in which some parts of a bill actively the cloak of bipartisanship is making it
work against other parts of a bill. The harder to hold politicians accou ntable.
OPINIO SWRITER

Both parties h ave been so poisoned
by this tendency toward moder ation
t h at n eith er can govern with a coh eren t
ideology
(eg.
Bush
and
Republicans' "compassionate conservatism" growin g t h e size of government dramatically). People are fr ustrated because they feel neither party
offers pragmatic solutions, instead
offering empty rhetoric. But this is
because of, not despite, the growing
number of moderate voters and triangulation, which allow politicians to
avoid judgment of their ideas. It is
becoming increasingly clear that the
two-party system as it stands is
becoming untenable. Voters need to be
offered a real choice. The laws passed
by a party should match up with a
coherent political ideology which can
then be approved or rejected by voters.
Certainly, if we are to avoid the gradual increase in government size and

t he slow slide into socialism/fascism,
America needs a party that will fight
for
a
smaller
government.
Republicans have failed to practice t he
fiscal restraint they have talked so
much about; voters who really believe
that this is important should give another party, perhaps the Libertarians, a
chance. If, on the other hand, you
belive that we need a single-payer
healthcare system, well, good luck
with the Democrats - even with the
most rock-solid majority in decades,
they are still unable to pass a plan
with
even
a
public
option.
Compromise has extended that bill to
over 1000 pages and rendered it
incomprehensible. Both sides are now
at liberty to spread misinformation
about the bill, because the truth is
unclear. I think it is time that being
radical should be perceived as the
virtue that moderation is now.

Apartment for Rent
Furnished 4 bdrm, 2 full bath, 2
levels, heat hw included, off street
parking, minutes from campus
44 Fairfield Ave.

$2500
For more info call
t.smith ® 860-593-8607
·~····

TR1NCALLS
"Some parent came t o my or go
class ... b ut he wasn't the parent of anyone in the class."
-Elizab eth Levine '12

"I ran into the mothers of both of
the girls I h ooked up with."
-Colin Touhey '1 0

"Walking over a pile of v omit."
-Will Kast '11

"I woke up with my roommate's
girlfriend spooning me Sunday
. ,,
mor mn g.
-Max Z evin ' 11

a.u.>f«..>m-d MOMent yoa eyerieneed over
Pm-ents ' Weefend?

"My dad asked me w hat the sex
r ooms wer e like at Psi U ."
-Meg G eorgevits ' 13

"I took a sw or d off the w all at
Sigma Nu and accidentally
stabbed someone."
-Michelle O kun ' 12

"My friend introdu ced me to
her parents while I was in my
underwear."
-Anthony R osado '13

"When I was r unning away from a
big dog and I r an into a group of
parents."
-Jahn J aramillo '12

"I stubbed my t oe, and it hurts."
-Griffin Keady ' 10

"Parents walking d own the stairs
between Funston and Smith and
staring at me while I played video
games."
-P eter "Pony" Solomon '11

"When my godmother tried to
give advice to one of my residents
about staying pure."
-O tis H olloway '12
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Issue of Intolerance Greater
Grief, Sense of Loss Characterize United Campus
sch olars, and international t h at such an inciden t would
Than Existence of White Board continued from page 3 studen
ts . I saw Adrianna's go fo r gotte n in a week. I
continued from page 3

is not with me or my white
board, but with the wider comtone of this article. I assure munity.
you that on some level it is
For the record, I cannot
genuine. Because I simply can- believe that I am defending the
not understand how anyone white board. But then again, I
can just accept and dismiss cannot believe that its usage
something that is so clearly was questioned in the first
wrong with a community as place. It is true that over the
being just another circum - years incidents of hate and
stance of life. I do not get how intolerance have often involved
a white board in any way con- the white board. But the reality
tributes to an impulse to is that in each instance, the
harass, to vandalize, to all of board served as a mirror to a
the sudden become some truth that Trinity would rather
deranged Picasso because keep hidden.
someone handed you a blank
It is always easier to blame
canvas and brush. "Blame it the individual, and in some
on the alcohol," should not be cases, it is even easier to indione's mantra for life.
rectly target the victim. But by
As for the practicality of merely following each asserthe white board, most PRIDE tion with the disclaimers such
leaders and R.A.s have them. as , "dont get me wrong," or
Occasionally, they, being all "I'm not saying," one doesn't
the more visible in the dorms, negate an entire article that
are the victims of hate-speech suggests otherwise. These
as well. And in times of statements simply reinforce
tragedy, like those of this past what your rhetoric already
week, I have witnessed, first- implies: a lack of empathy for
hand , residents using their the people these incidents
boards to express sympathies, affect the most.
to leave notes of appreciation,
I do not expect to live in a
or to conveniently urge their perfect world. Being at Trinity
R.A. to call them because of an for a year has helped to disilluemergency. And on any given sion me. But I do expect that
day, my white board may have the community that so formala cheesy poem or two and if I ly inducted me into its legacy
am lucky, maybe even a rain- and tradition of excellence feel
bow. Should I expect to take compelled to acknowledge an
the good with the bad or attack on one of its own and
should I take my board down if feel by virtue of its own
I do not want to be personally integrity the need to denounce
denigrated? Somehow neither every such kind of incidentapproach feels right: both no matter how many editorials
options imply that the problem may result from it.

Trin's Stagnant Social Scene in
Desperate Need of an Overhaul
continued from page 3
believes that Greek life is the
source of intolerance on campus. While I tend to agree
with much of what Schacht
says, I do not believe the
source of intolerance is Greek
life per se. Rather, I believe
that Trinity's particular
brand of Greek life con tributes to intolerance on
campus, but only in part.
The solution, as far as
Greek life is concerned, is to
add more. If we concede that
Greek life carries the weight
of Trinity's social scene on its
shoulder's, why put that
responsibility on only a few
organizations t h at cannot
adequately meet the demand?
Schacht (in my opinion somewhat hyperbolically) writes,
"Greek life sustains a culture
of exclusion and unbridled
masculinity that fails to
uphold even a modicum of the
so-called excellence Trinity's
liberal arts tradition is supposed to embody." While the
language used is a bit
stronger than what I would
have said, I do agree with
Schacht on a number of
points, particularly the point
of exclusion.
Many will blame the
organizations themselves for
exclusion and its close kin,

intolerance.
I, however,
blame the school. It is no
secret that Greek life sustains Trinity's social life, as
unfortunate as that may be.
This comes at the disappointment of the faculty and the
embarrassment of the administration as it should.
Still, when no viable alternatives have arisen, stifling the
only comprehensive social
infrastru cture we h ave causes a great deal of fr ustration.
The available options at
Trinity have produ ced a
bandwagon effect. The major
distinction is that those who
do not join t h e b a ndwagon
are, in many ways, ostracized.
This campus is headed
down a n alarming path and
while events like "Take Back
the Night" are n ice in theory,
they barely pu t a den t in the
problem. Rather, it is the
responsibility of the school to
support the growth and
development of viable and
competitive alternatives.
There are programs and
organizations on campus
whose missions are to promote social supplements with
an emphasis on tolerance.
Still, t h e breadt h of intolerance on campus outweighs a
few organizations wit h good
in ten tions.

of ou r own b lessin gs, a nd
realized t h at petty argu ments
over lost lovers and faded
friends hips didn't mean anything in the grand scheme of
things. I caught myself sending m ushy text messages to
my own personal group of
special friends last week. I
sympathized with the Ebony
Coalition . When you come to
a school like Trinity, friend ships can make or break your
experience .
I sat on the couch exhausted and drained from a sad
day. But when I looked
around the living room, I saw
more than just athletes, theater and dance majors , Posse

friends . I saw a community
tryin g to reorganize the broken pieces of our collective
h earts. I remember seein g
Adrianna walk into an Imani
meeting at the Umoja House,
wearing sweatpants more
fashionably than anyone else
ever could, speaking in a
voice t h at sounded like honey,
a n d smilin g with her Colgate
commercial-worthy teeth. It
was in that experience that I
realized that regardless of
who we were and how we
came to the House on that
day, we were all there for the
same reason. We didn't want
to be alone.
But I would hate to think

would h ate to t hink t h at we
got back into ou r routines and
allow
tension
to
come
between us during our fo u r
sh ort years h ere. Th ou gh I'm
still struggling with the concept of life's fragile natu re, I
am glad t h at I have seen my
classmates and friends sup port each other. I am not
naive enou gh to believe that
Adrianna's passing will somehow magically fix all dis agreements, or that it will
eradicate the spirit of ingratitude at this school. I only
believe that we have potential to feel something, and
that gives me enough hope to
keep moving forward.

Philosophical Musings on How to Find the "Truth"
continued from page 3
"unclear", but I'll give it a shot:
The truth is not necessarily a
statement, but a process.
Mathematics is "truthful"
because of its process. As I
mentioned, the core of mathematics is a set of statements
which are not technically
"true." Through a mathematical process, however, the truth
exists.

So maybe that's what Plato
meant when he talked mathematics as "the purest form of
thought." Math represents an
obsession with the perfection of
a "thought process." In certain
essay-based courses, I become
obsessed with "presentation
processes" - will my professor
like what I've written? etc. but in math I become obsessed
with thought itself.
I hope that someday I'll

have a way to move beyond
assumptions into something
like the truth. Political, philosophical, and even artistic
progress may depend on
acquiring
this
skill.
Mathematics has created a
process to encounter the difficulty of making assumptions
into the truth, and it may be
instructive to realize how far
math has come since it accepted this challenge.

COMING SOON:
Jirmny Jones

JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11 WILL PROBE
THE MIND OF OUR VENERATED PRESIDENT

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Dept. of Campus Safety Teaching Center Enters Second Year
Releases Annual Report
TASHI GENDEN '12
NEWSCO TRIBUTOR

continued from page 1
According to the report, the
number of burglaries at
Trinity have doubled in the
past year.
In 2007, there were 23
reported cases of burglary on
campus and 16 reported cases
of burglary in dorms. In comparison, 2008 saw 52 burglaries reported on campus and
30 burglaries reported in
dorms.
Despite such staggering
increases in crime, Campus
Safety is quick to point out
successes.
"One of the most noticeable decreases in our statistics regarding drug and alcohol disciplinary action was a
significant improvement for
the College," Director of
Campus
Safety
Charles
Morries noted.
Campus Safety believes
this decrease directly correlates to the school's implementation of the Higher
Education Opportunity Act of
2006. The Act illegalized private-property owners to permit a minor to possess alcohol
on their premises.

Director of the Women &
Gender
Resource
Action
Center Laura Lockwood felt
there still were problems that
needed to be addressed.
"In regards to the forcible
sexual assault statistics, [ ... ]
only 5-10 percent of rapes and
sexual assaults are reported
on campuses nationwide, so
the numbers listed in the
report do not reflect the reality of the crime's occurrence on
campus," said Lockwood.
As stated by Morris in a
note about the Report, its purpose is to educate students,
faculty and staff of crime
risks and to create an awareness of each individual's
responsibility to ensure a safe
environment for all.
Jones expressed the importance of self-awareness, realistic expectations, and personal responsibility.
"One of the givens of the
world you and your peer stu dents are going to have to
navigate is that it will be
urban, with the positive and
less-than-ideally
positive
traits attributed to what it
means to live in an urban
environment," he said.

Professor of English and
literature and Director of
Writing Programs at the
University of Virginia Greg
Colomb launched the second
year of programming of the
Center for Teaching and
Learning amidst a reception
held at the Smith House last
Thursday.
The Center for Teaching
and Learning was established
to foster more effective teaching techniques on campus.
Coordinated by Associate
Professor of Psychology Dina
Anselmi and Professor of
History Gary Reger, the
Center has made important
additions this year, · most
notably, a library at the Smith
House. Besides housing books,
journals and DVDs, the
library is also intended to be
space for faculty members to
come together and share ideas
on teaching methods.
"This [event] doesn't mark
the beginning of a conversation, it's the continuation and
evolution of a grassroots institutional effort," Anselmi stated. The Center revealed plans
to conduct a faculty seminar
series, sponsor brown-bag

lunches, as well as host yearlong series of workshops on
the topic of "Argument and
Evidence
across
the
Disciplines." The workshop
will be financed by a $365,000,
four-year grant from the
Andrew W. Mellon foundation.
The Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation,
a
non-profit
grant-giving corporation founded in 1969, funds a number of
academic and political programs in order to "build,
strengthen, and sustain institutions and their core capacities," according to their Web
site (http://www.mellon.org).
Colomb, author of several
books in The Craft ofArgument:
With Readings, has spent considerable time analyzing and
studying the power of critical
thinking, stressing the importance of forcing students to
think "out of the box." During
his lecture, "Argument and
Evidence across th.e Disciplines,"
at the Smith House, Colomb
spoke of the importance of problem ·solving.
"It's always easier to generalize and fixate on one solution
[. . .] When you do nothing but
first-draft writing, you get nothing but first-draft thinking,"
Colomb said. He continued to
speak in greater detail on

unique perspectives and ideas
to address a singular problem
in order to understand concepts and theories. The thrust
of his argument was that the
more (varied ways) students
worked with an issue, the better their understanding of it.
Colomb was also present at
the formal opening of the
Center later in the day.
Colomb's lecture was followed by another lecture on
Friday, "Fair Argument as a
Classroom Tool." Other lectures
planned as part of the workshop
include an Oct. 12 workshop on
"Formulating a Question;" and a
Nov. 18 workshop on "Evidence."
Separate workshops on "The
Aesthetics
of Argument,"
"Designing and Assessing
Assignments," and "Bringing It
Into the Public Sphere" have
also been planned for the future.
The first of three brown-bag
lunch discussions took place on
Wednesday, Sept 30 on the topic
of plagiarism. Two more discussions have been planned for
Wednesday, Oct. 21 and
Wednesday, Dec 2.
President James F. Jones,
Jr., was also at hand and noted,
"I can't think of anything better
than to be a young faculty
member and have so many
role models."

Chartwells Continues to Disappoint Budget Meetings -Cope
With Economic Woes
ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
ARTS EDITOR

In the hopes of further con necting
to
students,
Chartwells has attemped to
approve accessibility. The food
service provider has redesigned
their Web site, adding a clearly visible calendar of events,
images of and contact informa tion for staff members, and
links to add Dining Dollars
online or to subscribe to
txtOnCampus to have coupons
and Chartwells news sent to
your cell phone.
There are also as-yet-unfinished pages for Chartwells
podcasts, blog entries, and
photo albums. The daily menu
for Mather Hall is being
updated regularly as well, giving students the opportunity
to see what's being offered
before surrendering their ID
cards for yet another dinner of
breaded chicken and mashed
potatoes.
Chartwells can also be
found on Facebook. The
Trinity College branch has an
account on the social networkmg
Web
site
entitled
"Chartwells at Trinity," updated by Chartwells Manager
Ginger LeClair. Chartwells
also has a group called
"Chartwells
Wants
Your
Feedback," where students can

diverse and brilliant faculty,"
said Fraden.
As Fraden and other faculty
finalizing a budget proposal for
and staff members advocate for
the 2010-2011 academic year.
While the PBC votes on student financial aid, the PBC
financial decisions for the must face the potential of faculCollege, it faces three large ty salary and benefits cuts or
issues in budget formation. freezes.
"I believe I must preserve, as
Considering the size of the current and future student body, much as I am able in this round
the PBC struggles to decide on of cuts, financial aid and faculty
salary and benefits freezes or jobs. That means we will be reccuts for faculty and the continu- ommending instead that the
G REG LEITAO '12 I NEWS EDITOR
ation of the Presidential entire college take salary cuts or
Chartwells has taken steps toward improvement, but still falls short of expectations Scholarship Program for stu- freezes in compensation and
benefits. Those are the sacrifices
dents.
As the PBC debates, Fraden faculty and staff will make in
post comments, critiques, and future. The next day, however,
refuses
to take funds away from order to preserve aid to students
suggestions for Chartwells' when Nicole Dubowitz '10
attempted
to
use
her
coupon
at
the
financial
aid program and and as many faculty jobs as we
consideration. The Chartwells
Web site has a similar feed- the Cave, she was told that the hopes to keep the Presidential can," Fraden noted.
She also wished to emphaback mechanism, and the com- promotion had ended the day Scholarship Program in place,
pany also conducts pen-and- before and the discount could regardless of the tough economic size the faculty's willingness to
ensure qualified students will be
paper surveys in the Cave and not be applied to her purchase. times.
"My job is to advocate for the able to attend the College,
the Bistro annually.
Whether or not this was
On the heels of these recent simply a test run for a future preservation of the core educa- regardless of financial status.
developments, Chartwells ran promotion is unclear at this tional experience, which in my "Faculty with whom I have met
a promotion on Tuesday, Sept. time, but the lack of communi- view lies in the diversity of stu- have been wonderfully generous
29, encouraging students to cation between Chartwells and dents we bring here, and there- and thoughtful in participating
pay for meals with credit cards students continues to be an fore the financial aid that allows in discussions about what to cut
us to extend ourselves to stu- and what to preserve," she said.
issue.
or Dining Dollars.
The PBC will begin to meet
Students who did so
For more information, see dents who could not afford to
received
a
15-percent·off www.dineoncampus.com/trini- come to Trinity otherwise, and weekly for the next two months
coupon to use on their next ty or www.facebook.com/pro- in the best faculty we can recruit and is slated to complete its
to come and teach here. I will do budget proposal by the end of
purchase. Not realizing the file.php?id=9904406.
everything I can to protect these November. It will be presented
terms of the promotion, stu dents saved their coupons, [Editor's Note: Nicole D.u bowitz components: a diverse and tal- to the Board of Trustees for final
hoping to use them in the is a member of the Tripod staff.] ented student body and a approval in January.
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Humanitarian Collaboration Project Receives Sizeable Grant
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

The Humanitarian FOSS Project
received a $800,000 two-year grant
from the National Science Foundation
(NSF), through the Pathways to
Revitalized Undergraduate Computing
Education program.
The Humanitarian FOSS Project, a
collaborative program between Trinity
College, Wesleyan University, and
Connecticut College, works toward
building a "collaborative community of
educational institutions, computing
organizations, and social service agencies engaged in the development of
socially useful, open-source software,"
according to the mission statement on
their Web site.
Free Open Source Software (FOSS)
refers to software that is developed by
communities and can be freely adapted
and redistributed to the population,
such as Mozilla, Wikipedia, and
GNU/Linux.
The Humanitarian FOSS Project
began in 2006 after a group of students started working on an independent study involving the Sahana project, an open source Disaster
Management System created after the
2004 Asian Tsunami. The students
built a Volunteer Management module
for Sahana, which serves to help register relief volunteers and assign them
to projects.
In the summer of 2007, five stu dents from Trinity College and
Connecticut College rebuilt the
Volunteer module; there have been
continued contributions to the project

T H E

HUMANITARIAN

FOSS PROJECT
Building Free Open Source Software for Society

COURTESY OF HITP://WWWHFOSS.ORG/

Trinity College, Wesleyan University, and Conn. College collaborate on the Humanitarian FOSS Project

since then.
Although a collaboration, the
Humanitarian FOSS Project is based
at Trinity and is headed by Professor
of Computer Science Ralph Morelli.
Humanitarian FOSS Project Director
Trishan de Lanerolle also is based on
Trinity's campus. Numerous Trinity
students are a part of the 120 members among the three colleges who
have
been
involved
with
Humanitarian FOSS Project activities.
The three schools are splitting the
grant, leaving Trinity with a share of
$467, 636. The grant is in addition to
the $500,000 previously given by the
NSF, bringing the total amount donated by the NSF to $1.3 million. Due to
the excess funding, the program can
now be continued through August

Intercollegiate
Update

2011.
This past June, students from the
Humanitarian FOSS Project worked
with representatives from agencies
such as the American Red Cross and
The Salvation Army, to create
Collabbit, a virtual emergency
response center.
The system "aims to facilitate
inter- and intracommittee communication in case of a disaster or other event
that requires coordination between
multiple organizations or individual
users," according to the program's Web
site.
After developing a prototype, the
group simulated a hurricane strike on
a major city. The program responded
well, sending out updates and progress
reports that would prove necessary in

real-life emergencies.
The Humanitarian FOSS Project
also developed the Portable Open
Search and Identification Tool (POSIT)
in 2008, which helps rescue workers
organize disaster areas or victims
found during crises.
The group also has contributed to
numerous other humanitarian projects
including the GNOME Accessibility
Project, which helps those with hearing impairments to use audio devices
and assists disabled individuals use a
keyboard
and
mouse.
The
Humanitarian FOSS Project also took
part in InSTEDD Evolve, which filters
through international information to
identify outbreaks of disease, and
OpenMRS, an open source medical
records system.
With the extra time given by the
new grant, those in charge of the project are excited by the prospect of
expanding to more programs and
achieving more of their goals as a
team. "Over the grant period we hope
to extend the Humanitarian FOSS
Project to many more colleges and universities, with opportunities for students across the country to work
together on Humanitarian FOSS projects," said de Lanerolle.
These goals include not only expansion but also
developing
an
Humanitarian
FOSS
Project
Certificate program to identify and
certify the achievements of those students who participate in a significant
way and to create a lasting organizational and financial model that will
allow the project to continue functioning on a national level in future years.

---News In Brief

Providence College

Conn. to Receive HlNl Vaccine

Clark Due to Appear in Court

After receiving over a dozen complaints of uncomfortable dorm room
situations, the guest policy at Tufts
University has been revised. The
school administration now has impl~
mented a new rule, stating that "you
may not engage in sexual activity
while your roommate is present in the
room."

The
Providence
Police
Department has begun cracking
down on college-related arrests by
undertaking a new "Operation Red
Cup." Covering an area of five
blocks near the campus dubbed as
the "party zone," officers plan to
patrol throughout the weekends,
arresting underage drinkers.

Connecticut is expected to receive the
first round of HlNl vaccines this week.
The state will be given 20,000 doses of
the nasal spray vaccine, reserved for
those deemed ''high risk" for increased
complications. These ''high risk" groups
include children under the age of four,
pregnant women, children with preexisting medical conditions, and those
who work with infants under the age of
six months.

Raymond Clark, the Yale University
lab technicion charged with gruesomely
murdering Yale graduate student Annie
Le and concealing her body in a wall, is
slated to appear in New Haven
Superior Court on Tuesday. Clark was
arrested shortly after Le's body was
found, thanks to conclusive DNA evi·
dence found on the scene. Clark is currently being held on $3 million bond
and has yet to submit a plea.

University of Connecticut

Syracuse University

VP Joe Biden to Visit Conn.

McDonald's to Open at Louvre

Students at the University of
Connecticut are teaming up with
ConnPIRG to create a "debt yearbook" to predict the amount of
debt they will be in upon graduating. ConnPIRG, a Connecticut
activism group, will then send the
signed yearbook to state representative Joe Courtney.

Two men were arrested last
weekend in connection with the
five armed robberies on and
around the campus of Syracuse
University. Police are investigating
the suspects in relation to other
similiar roberries in the area. The
men are being held on $15,000
bail.

Vice President Joe Biden is expected
to visit Connecticut this week to meet
with Senator Chris Dodd and
Representative Jim Hines. Biden plans
to attend a fundraising luncheon for
Hines and will lament both Hines' and
Dodd's efforts to bring federal stimulu
funds to the state. President Barack
Obama also plans to visit Connecticut
later in the month.

Marking the 30th anniversary of
McDonald's presence in France, the popu·
lar American fast food chain plans to open
a new restaurant in the food court of an
underground mall which connects to the
Louvre Museum, known as the Carrousel
du Louvre. Despite France's status as
McDonald's most profitable nation, second
only to America, many French are oppos·
ing the opening.

University of Hartford

Harvard University

Chicago Teen Killed in Beating

Brazil to Host 2016 Olympics

In response to two violent roberries on campus, the University of
Hartford Campus Safety Officers
have implemented new security measures in the hopes of decreasing crime.
A Hartford Police Officer will now
station the main entrance to the
University every evening until sunrise.
Cars entering campus will be stopped
for proper identification.

Famed Hollywood actor Tom
Cruise recently sat in on a class at
Harvard Law School. Cruise, who
often responded to both the professor's questions and the students',
spoke of his personal life experiences and of his portrayal of
Harvard Law Student Mitch
McDeere in the 1993 adaptation of
John Grisham's novel "The Firm."

Derrion Albert, 16, was pronounced
dead at a Chicago hospital on Sept. 24,
due to injuries received in a violent,
public beating. Albert was walking
home from school when he walked into
a fight between a dozen teenagers from
Chicago Fenger's High School in
Chicago's Roseland community. Albert
also attended Fenger's High School and
was identified as an honor student.

The
International
Olympic
Committee (IOC) announced Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil's second largest city, as
the official host of the 2016 Summer
Olympic Games . The annoucement
marks the first time a South American
nation will host the Olympic Games.
Rio de Janeiro was chosen over
Chicago, despite President Obama's
plea to the IOC.

Tufts University
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REPORTING A SEXUAL ASSAULT
YOUR OPTIONS
The College will help you through any steps you decide to take, while protecting your privacy and
confidentiality. The College does not charge you with underage drinking, nor call your parents. The
steps taken are up to you.
DEFINITIONS
•
•
•
•

SEXUAL ASSAULT: Non-consensual sexual contact
RAPE: Non-consensual penetration
CT LAW: Sexual Intercourse with someone who is drunk, high or otherwise incapacitated is non-consensual sex, or rape
NO MEANS NO! BEING ''NOT SURE" MEANS NO. SILENCE IS NOT COMPLIANCE.

4 Reporting Options: Anonymous, Informal, Formal & Police
•

This is your decision. SART members can guide you, but what you do is up to you .

•

Anonymous: Each SART member has a reporting form, and will fill it out with you. Names on this form are optional. Without names,
the report goes to Campus Safety, and is a statistic to be reported to the federal government in compliance with the Clery Act.
Informal: If you want to "do something" but not press charges with the College or the Hartford Police, you can meet with the Dean of
Students and learn your options. This way, the College will not do a formal investigation, but help you with another recourse to resolve
the situation, i.e. having the Dean speak with the perpetrator, etc.
Formal: At your request, the College investigates the alleged crime, conducts interviews, & holds a hearing at which the victim and per
petrator tell their stories. If the hearing officers find the accused party guilty there are degrees of discipline that are meted out, up to and
J
including expulsion.
Police: Students who report have the option of calling the Hartford Police and pressing charges. Should a student get a "rape kit" (or
post evidence collection kit) at Hartford Hospital, this evidence - stored for only 60 days - can be used by the Police for evidence.
TCERT will take a student to the hospital, and the student may bring a friend; a SACS (rape crisis center) volunteer can accompany
them; and, a Trinity staff may also go - it's up to the student.

•

•

•

SART: SEXUAL ASSAULT RESPONSE TEAM
www.trincoll.edu/StudentLife/HealthSafety/CampusSafety/SART
SART members provide assistance to survivors of sexual assault, rape, sexual harassment, dating/relationship violence, & stalking.

MEMBERS
•

Campus Safety: 76 Vernon Street, Director: Charlie Morris: 2222
TCERT (TC Emergency Response Team): 2222
Dean of Students Office: Hamlin/Cook: 2156: Dean of Students: Fred Alford; Associate Deans: Ann Reuman & Chris Card
Women & Gender Resource Action Center (WGRAC): Mather Hall, 2nd floor
Director: Laura Lockwood: 2408; Asst. to the Director: Lauren Donais,, 4131
•
Counseling Center: 135 Allen Street: 2415: Dr. Randy Lee, Dr. Jaimie Burns, Laura Reiter, MSW,
•
Health Center: Wheaton Hall, Director: Martha Burke O'Brien: 2018,
•
Office of Campus Life * Director: Amy Howard, Hamlin/Cook: 2305; All staff & ACs
•
Chaplains: Allison Read: 2012; MarwaAly: 5213; Hillel Director: 74 Vernon: Lisa Kassow, 4195
•
Office of Multicultural Affairs: Hamlin/Cook, Dean Karla Spurlock-Evans: 4251
•
First Year Program: Jones, Director: Margaret Lindsey; Admin. Asst. Pat Burns: 5375
•
Ferris Athletic Center: Associate Director: Robin Sheppard: 2059
•
Community Services & Civic Engagement: Lower Level, Mather Hall: Graduate Assistant: Lindsey Eichler,
•
Queer Resource Center (QRC): 114 Crescent St.: Director, Crystal Nieves: 987-6273
•
Hartford Sexual Assault Crisis Service (SACS)
Toll Free Hotline: 1-888-999-5545
Toll Free Spanish Hotline: 1-888-568-8332
Hartford Police: 911
•
•
•
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A Student's Guide to the Fred
Mission: Distraught by the exclusivity and substance abuse culture of Greek
life at Trinity, The Fred Pfeil Community Project was founded in order to give
arrogant humanities majors a place of their own - a place where they can
drink cheap, pretentious wine, smoke weed, and agree that there's no one worse
than someone who thinks they're better than someone else. Except them,
because they actually are better, because anyone can live at the Fred ... once
their application is accepted.
Description: Members most likely wound up at Trinity through a series of
unfortunate events (often a deferral from Yale or Middlebury), and even though
this place is beneath their open-minded pursuit of academic excellence, they've
found each other, and in their collective self-satisfaction they take solace.
What's more pathetically "Trinity'' than getting drunk and dancing with your
friends? The Fred offers many alternatives to the loathsome fraternity scene
such as drinking and having a dance-a-thon, or pre-gaming a Friday night poetry reading with a Polaroid camera, some Matt & Kim, and the smugness that
comes from knowing that while everyone else is getting wasted on Vernon
Street, you're on the other side of campus doing the same exact thing.
Sty le: In keeping with its proclaimed purpose, the Fred is open and accepting of all styles. Some, howeve7 are !?referred. If possible, it is desirable for
members to dress in a way that \not so) subtly exudes their self-confidence and
disregard for the opinions and judgments of their intolerant Trinity peers.
Retro sneakers, facial hair, old t-shirts, and effeminate haircuts all serve as
conveyors of a sophisticated academic apathy that can condescendingly pontificate on everything from human rights to Plato's Republic. Don't worry about
the disheveled appearance; even though they just rolled out of bed, they're still
smarter than you'll ever be.

~

Future Endeavors: Membership in the Fred offers perhaps the best preMasters-in-the-humanities preparation found at Trinity. Though largely irrelevant to all but the most trivial contributions to academia, Fred graduates have
gone on to write many dissertations that sit, unread, alongside thousands of
other such works in graduate school libraries across the country. The pompous
nature of Fred endeavors also lends themselves well to occupations such as Excuses for Throwing up
barista, Genius Bar employee, theatre director, and animal rights activist.
in Mather on a Sunday

.------Top 5

Morning

5. Morning sickness.

4. Tammy farted in your food.
3. You pulled a toenail out of your
French toast.

2. You're allergic to PAM and your
eggs are fucking drenched in it.

1.

After talking to your friends,
you realized that you hooked up
with somebody from the Fred.

Poison Ivy

Spotted: GG was walking
outside Kappa when she saw a
certain sister from another
mister peeing in the bushes.
Evidently these dogs need to
mark their territory, bitches.
What made GG really~rried
was that the pledge master was
holding little plastic baggies.

Hipsters Don't Lie

Spot tel: GG received a
call around 3 a.m. that the cat
of a certain Fred-loving hipster had climbed the tree in
the LSC quad and ~sn't
coming down. It looks like
tight black jeans and eyeliner
don't necessarily attract much
... "kitty."

Out of Her Brain

Spotted: GG saw a notorious druggie from the Pipes in
a major drug bust. When the
DEA officer yelled, "busted,"
GG didn't know whether he
had seen her face or she was
actually being arre sted. It
became more obvious when
he tasered her. Ha. Ha. Ha.

Gossip Girlz are laz;y
and lame. If you want to
help us find out dirty little
secrets, like which massage
parlors President ]ones
prefers, email us: john.bad
man@trincoU.edu.
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Lions Club Sells Flowers for Charity at Annual Berlin Fair
WEI WEI XIE '11
FEATURES CONTRIBUTO R

As geographical distance
made it financially impossi·
ble for some of us to enjoy
Family Weekend with our
families , we sought desperately to relieve ourselves
from the sorrow of separa tion. Then news came that
Trinity College Lions Club
was recruiting people to sell
chrysanthemums at their
annual fund-raising event at
the Berlin Fair in Berlin,
Conn. The proceeds that the
Lions Club makes from the
fair go to charity.
At 11 a .m. on Friday, Oct.
2, we set out from Mather
driveway in a group of three
Vicky Chi ' 12, Sophie
Starchman '11, and me. It
was a lovely 20-minute drive.
As we drove down the broad
Berlin Turnpike, we marveled at the breathtaking
scenery on both sides of the
road. Autumn bestowed its
warm golden color on the
leaves, creating a beautiful
portrait of nature. We soon
arrived at our destination Berlin, Conn. , where the fair
was held.
We had an advantageous
position for our tent, since it
was near the entrance and
not easily overlooked. We

quickly arranged the 147 pots we also enjoyed the variety of showed a tremendous interest
of flowers, set everything up, goods and services from ven - in Trinity's branch of Lions
dors at the Berlin Fair. The Club and the College in generand got down to business.
The mums came in a vari- people coming from all over al.
ety of beautiful colors, includ- Connecticut added to the liveOriginally a harvest fair,
ing yellow, light pink, purple, ly atmosphere. While selling Berlin Fair has a history of
and red. Some of them were mums, we interacted with nearly 130 years from its
already in full bloom, eager to many friendly fairgoers who inception in 1882. Today
display their splen·
Berlin
Fair
still
dor, while the vast
retains its agriculturmajority still waited
al focus shown by the
patiently for their
popular
animal
moment of blooming
exhibits
while
to come.
expanding the activiThe vitality and
ties to accommodate
beauty of the mums
the interest of a
coupled with the low
wider
community.
price made them
Vendors sell everyirresistible to who·
thing from
High
ever passed by our
School
Musicaltent.
Customers
themed hairbrushes
carefully picked out
to various exquisite
their flowers and
needlework pieces.
went home happily
Entertainment at the
with a gorgeous
fair includes a marchtouch of nature.
ing band, a pie-eating
They were even
contest, tractor pulls,
more enthusiastic
a horse draw, and a
when they learned
frog jumping contest.
that we were from
Delicious and fun
Trinity College and
foods such as butterthe proceeds would
fly potatoes, turkey
go to charity. Some
legs, apple fritters,
loyal customers have
and lobster rolls are
been buying mums
available for purfrom Lions Club for
chase.
years.
As the organizer
Besides handling
of the fair since 1949,
our booming busiNAY 00 SH EIN '12 I PH OTO CONTRIBUTO R Berlin Lions Club is
ness of mum selling, The Trinity College Lio ns C lub celebrate Family Weekend . dedicated to better-

ing the community with the
funds raised.
Lions Club International
is the world's largest community service organization,
with over 1.3 million members worldwide. According to
the mission statement, Lions
Club is dedicated to serving
the community with a special
focus on working to eradicate
preventable blindness. Lions
Club at Trinity has always
been actively involved in this
fair. Members are also
engaged in a variety of other
activities, such as the peace
poster competition, a glass
drive , and a bone marrow
drive to give back to the com munity.
If you dread the thought of
spending Family Weekend
sans family, think about taking a delightful road trip
down to Berlin and having
some fun selling mums next
year!
For more information on
the Berlin Fair, check out the
web site at http://www.ctberlinfair.com.
If you are interested in
learning more about Lions
Club, visit the web site at
http://www.lionsclubs.org/EN/
index.php.

[Editor's note: Wei Wei Xie is
a member of the Lions Club.]

Sides, Tables of Mather: What Where You Sit Says About YoU
NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS '11
ARTS EDITOR

F

Today is a great day. It is
your first day of college and
you are going to go have your
first meal at Trinity College's
esteemed dining facility,
Mather Hall. Finally, you
think to yourself, no more
foreboding tables of mean
girls, no more mac and cheese
in your hair from when the
class bully dumped his plate
over your head, and certainly
no more paralyzing social
anxiety that can only result
from your choice of seat in the
cafeteria. Wrong. Where you
sit in Mather indicates a
political
statement
far
stronger than those "awesome and unique" posters you
chose to hang over your bed.
It should be noted that to be
seen at all in Mather is a
social faux pas, but since the
College requires the majority
of us to be on meal plans
where this is a necessity, here
are some guidelines to help
you determine where you fit
on the Mather map.
Firstly,
it
must
be
acknowledged that there is
without question a cool side
and an uncool side of Mather.
The cool side encompasses
the space to the right of the
swipe-in counter, and the
uncool side lies to the left.
Whiie of course there are
exceptions
to the
rule
(President Jones tends to sit
on the left side of Mather)
generally this division holds
firm. On the left side you will

find, among others, students
who choose to live in W.A.R.
Zone housing, those who
ceaselessly use Facebook to
further their SGA careers, and
the few people left on this
campus who still think that
the Bistro is a cafe in West
Hartford. It is a definitively
un·athletic crowd, with the
exception of the Crwo table,
which is essentially the football table, located directly in
front of the soda machines,
accompanied by the interminable smell of B.O. and
Gatorade . All other sports
teams park themselves on the
other side of Mather. The most
prevalent is absolutely the
crew team. Attempt to infiltrate their designated area by
the windows and they will
simply pay you no mind. I caution you to not try to join in
their conversation, as the
vocabulary of rowing is
labyrinthine; I myself discov·
ered the hard way that one
does not erg in a "onesie."
The squash team, a group
one might assume would command a prodigious space in
Mather, in fact contains their
racquet genius to a corner not
far from their international
brethren: the language tables.
Do not immediately discount
the language tables as social
suicide; the majority of foxy
professors on this campus do
not count English as their
first language. At this point,
in the cafeteria, the social distinctions become hazier; how·
ever, it is still possible to form
some overly judgmental gen-

eralizations. The long row of
booths, which spans the
length of the room, is generally occupied by girls but sometimes
punctuated by a
boyfriend or the hopeless
never- leave ·the-friend-zone
contenders. This region is
where you're likely to hear the
best stories, gems such as, "I
woke up in Szechuan at four in
the morning with Uncle Paul
stroking my hair," or "I mean,
yeah, he peed in my bed, but
he let me into late night before
that skanky bitch" are heard.
Though the anecdotes may be
loaded with audible treats, the
plates are never filled with
edible ones - only 500 calories per tabletop, please.
Then you come to the
expanse of tables next to the
sandwich and dessert bar.
Here you will find a medley of

groups: freshman girls who
are afraid to sit in groups of
fewer than 79, those boys who
aren't on sports teams but still
always dress in athletic shorts
and look vaguely sweaty, the
Fred table ('nuff said,) and if
you're there at the right time,
a group of Mather employees
themselves who are always in
the midst of uproarious laughter. Dividing the booths and
these tables is a tall counter,
where those who prefer the
company of biology textbooks
to other human beings like to
eat.
Lastly, there are the booths
lining the back wall of Mather,
and to the right, an area littered with couches and easy
chairs, and yet another counter. This largely upholstered
area is a no-man's-land of
sorts where anything can hap-

pen.
Often there are students
sprawled on the couches snoring softly, sometimes a way·
ward and bedraggled group
will sit staring silently at
each other. My personal theory is it is either the hiding
place of the lemon squeezer or
the secret lair of Grendel. The
back row of booths is fairly
tame , generally housing couples and stilted conversations
between "friends" who dutifully get together every three
weeks to do lunch. But without question the worst spot to
sit in Mather Hall is the last
booth closest to the tray
return. In doing so, you condemn yourself to reek of
spoiled milk and unbrushed
teeth and wallow in the pit of
social humiliation akin to mac
and cheese in your hair.

STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10

I EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Trinity students dine in Mather Hall, choosing their seats according to their friends and social groups at the College.
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Boys and Girls Club
Shapes Hartford
CONOR GREGORY '10
FEATURESCO TRIBUTOR

In 1868, Mark Twain
exclaimed: "Of all the beautiful towns it has been my fortune to see [. . .] Hartford is
Chief."
After
winning
the
Revolutionary
War,
the
Founding Fathers debated
what the capital of the new
union should be, with the city
of Hartford as a major con·
tender.
Mark Twain and Wallace
Stevens wrote here. Katherine
Hepburn grew up here. J.P.
Morgan called Hartford home.
Yet a look at Hartford
today would reveal nothing of
this proud heritage. Instead,
we see a series of indicted
politicians, perpetual violent
crime, an adult literacy rate of
between 50 and 60 percent,
and a homicide count that has
reached the annual rate of 45
victims.
Undeniable facts like these
create a collective feeling of
paralysis here. When you see
the video recording of Angel
Arce Torres being run over
and left on Park Street playing on CNN over and over
again, the oppressive feeling
of hopelessness that Hartford
seems to breed feels over·
whelming. It's contagious.
Last year, at the annual West
Indian Parade, two teenagers
drove dO\YJl the street firing
handguns, killing one and
injuring six others. One of the
victims was a one·year·old
baby.
Incidents like these pro·
vide convincing evidence that
the core of Hartford's civic
problems is a lacking sense of
community. However, it is too
easy to come to this conclu·
sion. Yes, Hartford is a broken
city, and, for freshmen arriving at Trinity, it is easy to
adopt a separatist attitude
toward the city that surrounds
us. But trust me, you shouldn't do that. Hartford has com·
munity, and Trinity can be a
special part of it.
When I first showed up
'neath the Elms, I took a stu·
dent job at the Trinity Boys
and Girls Club on Broad
Street, thinking I could help
"make a difference" or some·
thing like that. I" still remem·
ber my first day, when my new
boss handed me a staff T-shirt
and said, "Go watch the gym."
In the gym, I found 40 kids of
all sizes and colors running
and screaming in all different
directions. A group of boys was

~
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playing tackle football while
some eight-year-old girls were
practicing scandalous dance
moves on each other. I saw one
boy punching another in the
stomach trying to get a bas·
ketball. Thinking this was
wrong, I walked over and
asked the boy to please stop.
He gestured to his crotch and
then went back to it. On my
way out that day, my boss
said, with a smile on her face,
"Kinda like playing in traffic,
huh?" Seriously. That was day
one, and it was three and a
half years ago.
After awhile, the anarchy
in the gym became ordered,
and I learned to communicate
with the kids. I learned their
names, and they learned
mine. I learned to be strict,
and they learned what they
could and couldn't get away
with. And, before long, I
learned that I loved being
with them. There is some·
thing about their ability to
always be genuine, even if
they can't help it. When they
are mad, their entire faces
and bodies show it, and the
same is true when they're
happy. Kids cannot hide emo·
tion, even though they try,
and I've found that aspect of
the job to be really refreshing
after a long day of classes and
work.
I think that all kids are the
same in this way, whether
they a~ from H.artford or not.
They all get excited by board
games and getting their way,
hate bedtime, and love candy.
But the fact that these kids
are in Hartford doesn't do
them any favors. As they grow
up , the cycle of crime and
poverty that Hartford perpet·
uates with chilling efficiency
kicks in, and too many of them
end up no better than the sta ·
tus quo.
But I've learned over the
years that at the Boys and
Girls Club, they have a
chance. My co·workers, who
have become like family to
me, are dedicated and experienced. Working with them is
as inspiring as working with
the kids, because they know
the odds that they are up
against as educators, yet they
still show up to work every
day with energy and enthusi·
asm.
This is how I know that,
even though Hartford may be
a broken city, it hasn't quit.
Hartford is not my hometown,
but since I came here to
attend Trinity, it has become
my adopted city.

11
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....a"swers your love questlo"s
Dear Dr. Trincest,
Family Weekend is
usually great, but this
year something happened
that put a damper on it.
When my boyfriend intro·
duced me to his parents
over Family Weekend, he
called me his "friend."
But we have been dating
for three weeks and two
days! What do you think
this means? Why didn't
he call me his girlfriend
in front of his parents?
Do you think I should I
confront him about this
situation?
Love,
Girlfriend

Dear Girlfriend,
To put things plainly, you
might want to calm down a lit·
tle.
While three weeks and two
days is a relatively long time
to date at da Trin, in the
grand scheme of things it is
not that long at all. Maybe
your boyfriend didn't want his
parents to look more deeply
into your relationship than
you two have. Maybe he did·
n't want to field various ques·
tions about you. Maybe he
didn't want to_ jinx it. Don't
worry; there are various non·
insulting reasons why he
might not want to call you his
girlfriend in front of his parents on Family Weekend.
For the time being, lay low
and don't freak him out by
asking questions about the
state of your relationship; if
you create problems after 23
days , what will happen after
23 months?

Dear Dr. Trincest,
I really like this new
girl that I'm dating.
We've been going out for
a while now, all of our
dates are fun, and every·
thing is going great so
far. There is one annoy·
ing problem, though . She
constantly tries to make
me watch chick flicks and
girly T.V. shows with her!
I really don't like any of
this fluff stuff. I like her
and want to keep fooling
around with her, but not
if I have to watch The
Notebook one more time,

or listen to "Gossip Girl"
in the background of a
hot make·out session.
Any advice, or is it a lost
cause?

can't if I'm self-conscious
about whether he likes
the way I look or not!
Help!
Love,
Makeover?

Love,
Chick Flick Sick

Dear Makeover,
Dear Chick Flick Sick,
You probably do not want
to hear this, but watching
girly shows and movies comes
with the territory of having a
girlfriend who likes that type
of stuff. Sorry. Either get a
new girl or work with the one
you've got.
Our advice: suck it up and
watch the movies. You might
even learn something from
them.
You know you love me.
XOXO.

Dear Dr. Trincest,
I am going on a first
date with this great guy
over Trinity Days, but I
have no idea what I
should wear, how to do
my hair, or what kind of
makeup to put on when I
go
out
with
him.
Different guys have dif·
ferent tastes, right? How
do I know what this particular guy likes and
what he doesn't? I want
the date to go well, and it

You're right. The date
can't go well if you are selfconscious.
It's true that
every guy has different preferences for looks, but the only
thing you really need to
worry about is how you feel.
Cliche? Yes.
Sorry.
But
there's no foolproof way to
know what this certain guy
likes.
Only one thing is for sure
when going on a first date
with someone: nobody likes a
girl who is constantly going
to the bathroom to fix her
makeup instead of talking to
him, twirling her hair instead
of holding his hand, or tug·
ging at her shirt trying to fix
it instead of letting him take
it off.
Are you currently mend·
ing
a
broken
heart?
Constantly wondering what
your significant other is
thinking? In desperate need
of some wonderful non ·partial advice from a trusted sex·
pert and love genius? Be sure
to send all of your questions
to Dr. Trincest at tripod@trin·
coll.edu.

Things to Do Over Trinity Days

5. Catch up on readings for
classes.

4. Or not.
3. Explore the freedom of
empty hallways ... naked.

2. Catch up on all the Perez
you missed because of
work.
1. Pee in the fraternities you
HAVEN'T hit yet. Narf.

Parents, Beware: A Long
Walk Family Weekend

Goldilocks and the Three
Bathroom Stalls

Debatable Debate Team
Seeks Fraternity Answer

Parents love to see their
kids in their picturesque New
England college environment, and this weekend they
got what they bargained for.
ATwas strolling by, when a
window in Jarvis opened and
a student exclaimed, "Send
me your virgins!" Sure to
please any wandering parents.

On Saturday night, AT was
freshening up in the bathroom and spotted one male
student inspecting all. three
empty stalls before settling on
using the shower to relieve
himself. Look, AT knows that
you guys are proud that you
can pee anywhere, but this
does not mean you should.

AT was honored to bump
into the "UMass Amherst
Debate Team" on Saturday
night. This surprised AT, especially because the team looked a
whole lot like Hartford locals.
Apparently they were looking
for a party and thought this
would be the most successful
cover.
, r

AT can't always catch
you and your friends at
your most devious, and,
mare importantly, embarrassing, moments, so
share a naughty tale! E
mail us at tripod@trincoU.edu.
"•-
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Get to Know the Shondaa Steppers
•

COURTESY OF THE MEN OF COLOR ASSOCIATION (MOCA)

The Shondaa Steppers celebrate after their victory at the Men of Color Association (MOCA) Talent Show last fall.

NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS '11
ARTS EDITOR

With over a dozen mem hers , the Shondaa Steppers
are a force to contend with.
The group's passion is stepping, or step dancing, which
is a percussive dance that
draws from a whole host of
styles of movement, incorporating gymnastics and acrobatics,
tap dancing, marching, and
African dance.
While the Steppers often
perform at Trinity block parties and other campus

events, they have also had
considerable success as a
competitive dance team. Last
year, the group placed second
at Tufts University's "Break
the Stage Competition," and
hope to do eve n better this
year on Saturday, Nov. 7.
In addition to their success in Medford, Mass., the
Steppers also wowed the
audience at last fall's Men of
Color Association (MOCA)
Talent Show, which featured
talented college students
from around the Northeast.
The Shondaa Steppers won

first place over the Central
Connecticut State University
Dance Team, musical group
Crush, and Trinity College
vocalist George Hairston '20 .
They plan on participating
again this year on Saturday,
Nov. 14. Director Jaynie
Murrell '11 boasts of the
group, "We do step, we have
fun - everyone should come
out and watch!"
With their infectious energy and dazzling routines, the
Shondaa Steppers are a vital
addition to Trinity College's
entertainment scene.

Watkinson Highlights Nueva Espana

COURTESY OF \VW\'V'. HE RITAGEANTIQUEMAPS.COM

Abraham Ortelius' maps are o n display in the Watkinson Library's Nueva Espana exhibit.

continued from page 1
aspect of life in Spanish
South America from the 16th
through the early 19th century. The exhibit includes histories written contemporaneously with the conquest of the
New World, 16th- and 17thcentury maps, histories and
liturgies of Catholicism in the
New World, early culture
studie s conducted by the
Spanish in this new environment, and even early New
World Spanish literature.
Elegantly organized and
beautifully presented, Nueva
Espana is a visual treat. One

does not have to be a Spanish
speaker in order to appreciate
the
refinement
of
an
Abraham Ortelius map, nor
does one have to study Latin
in order to understand the
allure of the poetry of Sister
Juana Ines de la Cruz. For
those interested in history,
however, one will find that
the Ortelian map mentioned
above was the first definitively accepted map of New
Spain. For those interested in
literature, one will find that
Sister Juana's poetry can be
considered the first feminist
document in the New World.
Yet herein lies the great-

est part of the Watkinson
Library. Going to Nueva
Espana is one part research
endeavor, one part museum
visit. While this writer cannot stress enough the utilitarian purpose of the collection , the value of primary
sources, there is another rea son to visit a Watkinson
exhibit: the stunning quality
of their pieces. Not enough
can be said about the
Watkinson or even about
Nueva Espana in this single
article. So instead, I implore
each and every reader to visit
the exhibit and enjoy what it
has to offer.
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Can You "Dig It": Phoenix: Art After Hours at the Wadsworth
LIU...IE LAVADO '10
ARTS CONTIUBUTOR

Last Thursday, Oct. 1, The
Wadsworth Atheneum hosted
Phoenix: Art After Hours, with
this month's theme, "Dig It."
Nearly 400 people were in attendance for this monthly gathering.
The majority of Greater Hartford's
arts venues host special events on
the first Thursday of each month.
According to one Atheneum staff
member, The Greater Hartford
Arts Council acts as the central
organizing body for these events,
but is not affiliated with Phoenix:
Art After Hours.
"Dig It" was inspired by the
new exhibit "Digging Deeper" by
artists Willie Cole and Hank
Willis Thomas who take found
objects and rework them into modern art installations. The objects
used in their latest exhibit came
from the collection of the Amistad
Center for Art and Culture, located within the Atheneum.
According to the Atheneum's website, Cole and Willis Thomas were
commissioned to use the Amistad
Center's "collection of art, aiiifacts, and archives which document the African-American expe·
rience" to create their new exhibit.
Cole and Thomas created two
"cabinets of curiosity," titled
"Curious objects from the demise
of a peculiar institution" and
"Curious objects from the now yet
to be understood."
The pair also created mixedmedia
pieces
such
as
"Remembering Mammy" and
"Greetings from the Sunny
South." The artists' work is
described as aiming to be thought-

provoking on the issues of race
and society in America. Their
installations approach this topic
through reflection and provocation, resulting in some interesting
comments from those in attendance last Thursday.
Following the theme of "digging," albeit in another direction,
Mark Dion gave a lecture, ''Dig
Up,'' describing his own work as
an artist, in the Aetna Theater.
Dion also uses found objects to create bis installations, some of
which were also materialized in
cabinets.
Dion is an alumnus of the
University of Hartford, where he
earned his Bachelor of Fine Arts in
1986. Early in his career as an
artist, Dion's subject matter
revolved around insect photography. He described feeling that ''I
was the bug guy and becoming
limited." He expanded his focus,
eventually venturing to London to
dig behind centuries-old row houses along the Thames with the
rationale that objects had been
falling out of windows all along
and should provide interesting
subjects for his next collection of
photography. He made sure to
clarify that his dig was "not like an
archaeologist would do it, talking
about the evolution [of artifacts]
but instead [thinking about] the
simultaneity of it all." Dion photographed all of his artifacts from
the Thames dig and displayed
them with no chronology or system of scale except that they all
came from the same dig.
Music dui'ing ''Dig It" was handled by the Hartford Party
Starters Union who hosted
Roman Wolfe and the Tanlines.

The Union collaborates with the
Atheneum on a semi-regular basis
and has provided entertainment
for several past events. "The
Hartford Party Starters Union
understands the struggle of the
mid-sized post-industrial city;
drifting, declining, wanting for
identity," reads a line on the
union's Facebook profile. The
music had an electronic vibe
inspiring plenty of people to dance.
The band used a conga drum with
an electric guitar while the DJ
added electronic rhythms for an
interesting effect. Unfortunately,
the acoustics were slightly off and
therefore caused the layering of
their sound to be mufiled and
slightly indistinguishable.
''Dig Drag'' rounded out the
evening, playing the film The
llocky Horror Picture Show. Each
Phoenix: Art After Hours features
a film. Next month it will be
Incognito, a film centering on the
next
theme,
Atheneum's
"Novemberfest." "Novemberfest''
will bring with it a new exhibit,
"Rembrandt's People." Music will
be provided by The Needle Drop,
while local photographer Charles
Vendetti of Vendetti Imaging
takes portraits of guests in a
"Novemberfest''-inspired stand-in
cut-out. 'lb top off"Novemberfest,"
the first 300 attendees will receive
free Heineken beer. As always,
the Wadsworth will offer free
admission to all Trinity College
students.
A calendar of First Thursday
events can be found at www.lets·
goarts.org and information about
Phoenix: Art After Hours can be
found at www.wadsworthatheneum.org.

JOB OPPORTUNITY
AT THE WEBSTER

~

Hank Willis Tho mas' "Object #3" is o n di splay at the W adswo rth Atheneum .

In Mark Dion's "Rescue Archaeology," the artist was photographed while excavating.

PART TIME/FULL TIME
JOB OFFER AS SALES
REPSIU

Event Staffing:
Local concert venue now hiring
for event staffing.

Opening store is looking for
part-time/full-time employees
to mail envelopes or
type documents with the
Customer service experience a
potential to earn $700-$3 ,000
plus.
USD per week running your
own home business. Suitable
This is a part-time position.
for anyone willing to commit
Apply in person Tu-F 12 - 5PM one hour and 30 minutes a day.
E-mail ( belaine03@gmail.com )
THE WEBSTER
for more information about
31 WEBSTER ST
the terms and the cost

HARTFORD, CT

involved.
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''ONE NIGHT''
PlayRights
An Interactive Play about Acquaintance Rape
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Funding for this program is made possible by gifts from Cynthia Lufkin '84,
The Lufkin Family Foundation, and, the Peter J. Sharp Foundation.

Please RSVP to Laura Lockwood; laura.lockwood@trincoll.edu or 860-297-2408
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Football Maintains Perfect Record Volleyball Team Starts
Season With a Bang
continued from page 16

clock for the Bantam offense.
On a third-and-11 play with
time dwindling in the game,
Trinity defensive end Kyle
Williams '10 sacked Moffitt for a
9-yard loss, forcing the Ephs to
punt from their own 22-yard
line. With two minutes and 43
seconds on the clock and 46
yards to go, Drusbosky led the
team down to the Williams 16yard line. He then found trusty
receiver Galligan in the end
zone for another touchdown, cutting the score to 21-19.
Trinity went for two, but
Drusbosky was unable to get
into the end zone for the score.
Because of the failed attempt,

Trinity beat Williams College in the final

ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

The Trinity College volleyball team is off to a great start
this season, compiling a 7-5
overall record and 3·2 in the
New
England
Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC).
Co· captains
Kristen Anderson ' 11 and
Penelope Carpenter '12 lead a
team with no seniors and one
junior.
PETER SMITH '10 I STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
The Bantams started the
Rival Trinity and Williams linen:ien went head to head in the rain this weekend.
season with early wins over
Trinity was forced to attempt an ball back. In the game's defining the Wentworth Institute of
and
Babson
on-side kick in order to get the play, linebacker Walter Fallas Technology
the
kick. College as part of the
'12
recovered
Drusbosky proceeded to orches· Brandeis Invitational. Sarah
trate a 10-play, 60-yard drive, Blagden '12 was selected to
using almost all of the minute the All-Tournament team as
and 41 seconds he had left. the Bantams finished the
Galligan scored his second weekend 2-2.
On Friday, Sept. 18,
touchdown of the game on an 11yard pass from Drusbosky. Trinity recorded its first
Melendez ended the game a few NESCAC win with a 3-0 victoplays later with his second inter ry over the Bates College
Outside- hitter
ception of the day. Because of Bobcats.
their performances, Galligan Danielle Isaman '13 played a
and Melendez were awarded great game, recording 15 kills,
NESCAC
Offensive
and or strikes that hit the ground
Defensive Player of the Week resulting in the a point for the
awards, respectively. With the striker. Anderson added 13
victory, Trinity moves to 2-0, assists and four aces, or a
maintaining its No. 1 ranking in serve that is unreturned by
New England, while the No. 5 the opponent. The next day,
the Bantams took on the
minutes of the Parents' Weekend Game.
Ephs fall to 1-1.
Colby College Mules at Bates
and netted another victory, 31. Kelly O'Brien '12 and
Blagden stepped up for the
truest sense of the phrase," Together, these participants Bantams, contributing 14 and
kills,
respectively.
said Head Coach Noone. "We have helped Swim Across 12
compete all season long America raise $25 million since Carpenter noted that the
against each other L..] and this its inception 23 years ago. New game was particularly signifiis an opportunity for us to locations are added regularly cant because a lot of younger
unite for such a great cause. and starting next year, people players came off the bench
Our participation as a confer- will be able to complete their and stepped up in a big way
ence has spurred on other swims in pools, rather than the for the team.
On Monday, Sept. 21,
teams to join as well, and we ocean.
hope that we continue to set a
We would like to take this Isaman was named the
great example for many years opportunity to include the NESCAC Player of the Week
to come."
Bantams, who contributed for her efforts in the Bantams'
Inspired by a similar organ· greatly to finding new cancer stellar week. She recorded 19
ization, two athletes founded treatments and maybe some- kills and 13 digs against
Swim Across America in 1987. day, a cure. They are:
Colby, and 15 kills and six
Niki Albino '10
Two years earlier, Run Across
digs against Bates.
America established itself as a
Ab by Alderman '11
The Bantams spent the
Crosby Bain '11
well-known foundation that
weekend of Sept. 26 and 27 at
Ayaas Bhamla '11
organized runs to raise money
Wheaton College and played
for cancer. Runners participatJenna Carroll '12
matches against Wheaton's
own team and Roger Williams
ed in a sort of relay between
Brian Castelluccio '12
Emma Goehring '08
University. The team battled
Boston and Los Angeles. Today,
Swim Across America events
Brooke Haynes '11
through a tough five-set
Mike Haynes P'll
match against Wheaton, but
attract thousands of people
Mike Lenihan '07
fell short in a back-and-forth
each year. Swimmers range in
age from 12 to 78 and Olympic
Pat Mostyn '08
fifth set, 19-21. Trinity later
swimmers often participate.
defeated Roger Williams, 3-2.
Coach Kristen Noone
Alexandra Pell '12 con-

Trinity Swimmers Swim for Cancer
EMILY GITTLEMAN '11
SPORTS EDITOR

On Saturday, July 18, current and former Trinity College
swimmers met at Nantasket
Beach in Hull, Mass. However,
they did not reunite to spend a
day at the beach. Rather, the
Bantams were fighting cancer.
Swim Across America is a
prominent organization that
raises money for cancer
research. Each summer, Swim
Across America organizes
numerous events nationwide
and Nantasket Beach, outside
Boston, is one location. These
events feature group swims of
varying lengths, including a
one half-mile swim, a one-mile
swim and in some locations, a
six-mile swim. The 12 Trinity
students and their coach,
Kristen Noone, each swam one
mile.
Trinity's swimmers have
become involved thanks to
team alumnus Mike Lenihan
'07. Lenihan has been swimming in both the Boston
Harbor 22-mile relay swim and
the one-mile Swim Across
America event for the past few
years. He played a huge part in
orgamzmg Trinity's Swim
Across America team, which in
turn influenced involvement
t hroughout the entire New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC).
In all, members of six
NESCAC swim teams raised
$34,000 for cancer research.
"This event is just wonderful for our student-athletes to
be exposed to what it means to
make a 'team effort' in the

tributed eight aces to the
match. In a decisive victory,
the Bantams won the fifth set,
15-11.
The
Bantams
beat
Hamilton College on Friday,
Oct. 2, in a match played at
Williams.
Middle
hitter
Courtney Chaloff '12 led the
team with seven kills. "The
defense really stepped up to
help us win the game," said
Carpenter. "[They] had a lot of
digs all weekend."
This was the third straight
NESCAC
wm
for
the
Bantams, and Carpenter
attributed this success to
their solid team chemistry.
"The team dynamics have
really improved this season,
and that has really shown on
the court," she said.
This coming weekend will
be busy for the volleyball
team. They will play their
first home matches of the sea son
in
Ray
Oosting
Gymnasium. The Bantams
take on Clark University
Saturday, Oct. 10 at 11 a.m.
Later that day, they will face
Wentworth for the second
time this season. The game
will begin at 3 p.m.
"We haven't played at
home yet, so this weekend is
really exciting; we are all so
pumped up to play here in
front of our friends and the
school," said Carpenter.
Back-to-back home matches against NESCAC rivals ,
Wesleyan University and
Connecticut
College
on
Friday, Oct. 16, and Saturday,
Oct. 17, respectively, highlight
the rest of the season's schedule. On Friday, Oct. 30, the
Bantams take on Tufts, a
game that will be meaningful,
as the team's current assis·
tant coach played for Tufts
last year.
The future is bright for
this team. "I am so excited for
the rest of the season. We've
had such a good start; we have
strong team chemistry and
are really playing well. It was
hard to lose all the seniors
last year, but everyone will be
back next year, and our success this year will really pay
off," said Carpenter.
Anderson echoed this sen timent, saying, "I have high
hopes for the rest of the sea son. I think we can beat anyone if we bring our game."

Feldman and McCook
Take on New England
continued from page 16

Swimmers begin their one-mile swim fo r Swim Across America at Nantasket Beach.

here at Trinity College.
Feldman has embraced the
family atmosphere of the
team ever since his transfer
from the University of South
Carolina after his freshman
year. He remembers ex-captain, Brett Ramsey '08, guiding him thro ugh his early

days at Trinity. As current tricaptain, Feldman feels that
he has come full circle, guiding young players like Anson
McCook and working harder
than ever. With strong lead·
ership, veteran coaching, and
a talented staff the Trinity
men's tennis team is looking
prime and ready for a legitimate championship run.

~rinitp ~ollege

SPORTS

Inside Sports:
Swim team participates
in cancer fundraiser,
Swim Across America
page 15
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Trinity Football Team Beats Clock, NESCAC Rival Williams
RICHARD MALLER '11
: P RTS CONTRIBUTOR

Luck was on the Trinity
College Bantams side on
Saturday, Oct. 3, as the
Bantams came back to beat
their New England Small
College Athletic Conference
rival
Williams
(NESCAC)
College Ephs by a score of 26-21.
Despite unfavorable weather
conditions, there was a huge
turnout for the Bantams' first
home game of the season.
The Ephs took an early lead,
scoring a touchdown barely
three minutes into the first

quarter on a 31-yard pass from
quarterback Pat Moffitt '11 to
wide receiver Nick Caro '10, who
had a tremendous game with six
receptions for 99 yards and two
touchdowns.
The Bantams responded at
the end of the first quarter with
a scoring drive of their own.
After two unsuccessful rushes
for a total of 2 yards, the Trinity
coaching staff put the ball in the
hands of quarterback Craig
Drusbosky '11 on third and 8. He
converted the first down with a
11-yard pass to wide receiver
Michael Galligan '11. The next
two plays were incomplete pass-

PETER SMITH '!OJ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

In all, quarterback Craig Drusbosky '11 threw for 259 yards and two touchdowns.

es resulting in third and long
again. The Bantams were able to
convert again when Drusbosky
hit wide-out Winston Tuggle '10
on a short crossing route that
turned into a beautiful 45-yard
catch and run to the Williams' 6yard line. The Bantams were
forced to settle for a field goal
after three consecutive goal line
passes fell incomplete.
Williams' lead would not last
much longer, as Moffitt could not
find his targets, throwing the
ball directly into the hands of
Trinity
cornerback
Harry
Melendez '11, who was sitting
underneath the receiver on the
47-yard line. Melendez returned
the interception untouched for a
touchdown, and, with the extra
point, the Bantams had a threepoint lead.
The Ephs were more productive on their next drive, which
carried into the second quarter,
but their progress was stopped
on third and 6 by an impressive
effort by cornerback Mike
O'Connor '10, who shut down a
deep pass attempt while in single coverage. The Williams'
defense shut down the Bantams
on the ensuing possession.
Trinity had difficulties containing Caro all game and he
scored his second touchdown
with 7=55 left in the first half.
The remainder of the half was

On This Day in Sports: October 6
1919· Rumors circulated about gambling even before the World Series began on Oct. 1. It was believed
that eight Chicago White Sox players were paid to throw the World Series against the Cincinnati Reds.
True or not, on Oct. 6, the Reds were World Champions.

PETER Sl\!lTH '10 STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Bantam comerback Mike O'Connor chases a Williams receiver deep downfield.

unproductive for both teams as
the rain became a factor, and
they combined to run 20 plays
for only 33 yards.
To open the second half, the
Bantams marched down the
field on a 12-play, 43-yard drive
that drained over seven minutes
from the clock and a lot of ener
gy from the Williams defense.
The Bantam offense, once again,
had to settle for a field goal and
three points, cutting the
Williams lead to 14-13.
Uncomfortable with a onepoint lead, the Ephs responded
with their own 12-play drive,
that covered 72 yards and took

1954· Trinity football beat Bowdoin, 28·14; some things never change.
1955· The Brooklyn Dodgers faced the New York Yankees in the World Series, which the Dodgers won
he championship title in seven games. It was their only World Series title while in Brooklyn. Two years
later they were relocated to Los Angeles.
1957- The purse money at the San Francisco Women's Open golf tournament held through October 6,
was $7,200. 'Ibday's top female player, Jiyai Shin made $1,605, 786, this year.
1965· Sandy Koufax refused to pitch Game One of the World Series against the Minnesota Twins
because the game was scheduled on the same day as Yom Kippur. His team was forced to play without
him. The Dodgers ultimately lost the game, 8·2, but won the series in seven games.
1966· The Baltimore Orioles beat the Los Angeles Dodgers 6·0 in the second game of the World Series.
Jim Palmer pitched the entire game and recorded the shutout, the youngest player to do so in a World
Series game, at the age of 20 years and 11 months. The losing pitcher? Sandy Koufax. It was his last
major league game.
1985· In the Yankees' last game of the season, pitcher Phil Niekro won his 300th game. He became the
18th person to do so when he shut out the Toronto Blue Jays, 8-0. On June 4 of this year, Randy
Johnson joined the list as the 24th.
1997- Oct. 5 marked the 10,000th game in NFL history. The Seattle Seahawks faced the Tennessee
Oilers at Seattle's Kingdome. The Seahawks prevailed, 16·13.
1999· NFL club representatives voted to reorganize the league. In 2002, there would be eight divisions,
each with four teams.
2003- The Boston Red Sox were two games into the American League Division Series against the
Oakland ifs. Game Three took place on Oct. 7. Oakland's Eric Byrnes failed to touch home plate when
he tried to score on a fielding error. Boston's J ason Varitek tagged him out after running 30 feet to grab
t he bobbling ball. Pinch·hitting in the 11th inning, Trot Nixon hit a home run to win the game, but the
Red Sox did not advance to the World Series. Their long·awaited victory took place the following year.
Compiled by Emily Gittleman, Sports Edito1'

see FOOTBALL on page 15

Tennis Doubles Team
Storms Through N.E.
MARC DIBENEDETTO '13
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

1920· A full year later, the 'Black Sox' were tried in court. Despite confessions from two players, the
court acquitted the 'Black Sox.' However, the MLB banned each player for life.

nearly six minutes off the clock.
Quarterback Bryce Bennett '11
scored a 6-yard rushing touch·
down for the Ephs to end the
drive.
Trinity couldn't take advantage of a pass interference call
on the next possession, and
turned the ball over on downs
after seven unsuccessful plays.
At this point in the fourth quar
ter, the Bantam defense tightened, forcing Williams to go
three and out on its next three
possessions. These defensive
stops left plenty of time on the

Last weekend, Trinity's top
Men's Tennis doubles team
advanced to the finals of
the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association (ITA) Division III
New England Regional Men's
Championships. Tri-captain
Spencer Feldman '10 along
with sophomore standout
Anson McCook gave schools
around New England a look at
what is ahead in the upcoming season. This duo, put
together only weeks before,
could be the fuel behind a
very successful 2009 campaign for the Bantam tennis
squad.
Feldman and McCook
entered the tournament seeded No. 3 and did not disappoint. They advanced to the
final round, where they lost to
a strong Middlebury team.
Both Feldman and McCook
had good showings in the singles tournament as well.
Feldman advanced to the
quarterfinals (round of eight)
in
the
singles
ITA
Tournament and McCook
a dvanced to the round of 16.
After the results of the
tournament, Feldman seemed
pleased and optimistic about
his chances with McCook this

season. He made it clear that
the primary goal of their sea son is to be the No. 1 doubles
team in the New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference (NESCAC).
He
plans on doing well in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association
(NCAA)
Tournament at the end of the
season as well. Feldman has
qualified for the NCAA
Singles Tournament in both of
the last two years, making
him one of the top ranked
players in all of Division III.
This year he hopes to win the
National Championship.
As a team, Feldman
expects the Trinity squad to
advance to Nationals, the
tournament of the best eight
teams in the country. Two
years ago the team lost in the
final round of the Regional
Tournament. A win in that
event would have seen them
qualify
for
Nationals.
Feldman expressed his hopes
that the team will be able to
get over the hump this year.
"We have all the pieces
needed," said Feldman. "We
just need to put the puzzle
together." Feldman h opes t h at
this season will a dd to the
great experience he has had
see FELDMAN on page 15

